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Striving to become a real-life like DAO. 
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GTC strives to become more than just a P2E game or a crypto metaverse. Using artificial 
intelligence coded based on human behavior, the goal is to become a DAO with near real-life 
dynamics. Thereby incentivizing both law-abiding and law-neglecting behavior. Right from the 
start, the incentive-based economy is basic and straightforward, but as time passes the AI 
improves and the DAO advances. Providing a more dynamic experience. Grand Theft Crypto then 
becomes more and more a realistic economic trade-off, as indicated below.   

Abide The Law Neglect The Law 

Passive Income 
Advanced Property Insurance 
Advanced Liability insurance 
Profit from seized assets 
Limitations in p2p gameplay 

Short term income influx 
Limited Property Insurance 

Limited Liability insurance 
Entrance to BlaCk market 

limitless p2p gameplay 

VS 

ABOUT 

www.grandtheftcrypto.org 
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The virtual world “Encrypta” is inspired by Cartagena, Colombia a famous harbor city. The dimensions will be 
roughly the same, with some pre-build locations to set the famous colorful atmosphere. Landowners can (under 
certain laws that are subject for change) freely build and create their own household in the GTC-Verse. To protect 
asset loss land ownership cannot be lost, landowners can only be punished or rewarded in the form of lost or 
gained income, based on an advanced behavior penalty system introduced later in-game.  

Only in the form of an ERC721 token / NFT (short for non-Fungible-token) land parcel can be minted, this is done 
with Ethereum in stage 1, and the native token in stage 2. The token is the absolute proof of ownership and 
thereby irreplicable, not mistaken for untransferable. Public landowners will be able to transfer and sell their 
land parcels on peer-to-peer platforms. With every land parcel minted 50% of the received Ethereum is used to 
buy back and destroy a part of the supply. This is a major aspect of the return strategy developed for our 
investors, as it will create long-term price inflation. 

Additionally, 20% of the Ethereum collected with every parcel minted will be collected and used to buy our very 
own Decentraland parcel in Genesis City, where the GTC Whitehouse will be located. The left wing is a peaceful 
place for our top law enforcers to settle and govern the GTC-Verse. The right wing (as the game is a big trade-
off) is a place where our law neglecters will govern the lucrative black market. The Whitehouse is mainly symbolic 
for our autonomous organization and will not be publicly owned. Thus, only open for leisure activities. It does 
create additional intrinsic value in the metaverse.  

Land ownership ENCRYPTA 

The ownership of virtual land will be indicated in the form of a non-fungible token (ERC721) 

www.grandtheftcrypto.org 
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PHASE 1 PHASE 2 PHASE 3 

PUBLIC MINT 

 NFT PRESALE 

 MINT USING ETHEREUM   

   PRESALE MINT PRICE: 0.1 ETH 

PUBLIC MINT PRICE: 0.2 ETH 

    ESPECTED DATE: 3-2022 

SECONDARY MARKET 

   DIGITAL OCEAN 

       PURCHASE USING ETHEREUM   

       FLOOR PRICE: YET UNKNOWN 

ROYALTIES: 10% 

   ESPECTED DATE: Q1 2022 

GTC MARKET 

   IN-GAME MARKETPLACE 

       BUY USING NATIVE TOKEN 

       PARCEL PRICE: 1 ETH 

TOKEN BURN: 100% 

   ESPECTED DATE: Q3 2022 

LAND PARCEL DISTRIBUTION 

www.grandtheftcrypto.org 

The given information below is subject for change 
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The $GTC token is the main in-game currency used to fight your way to financial freedom. Using the currency 
citizens will be able to make use of countless services. It’s up to you to decide how to spend it. Will you invest 
it in a lucrative shop and flip it? Or buy some live concert tickets for you to watch with your girlfriend. Perhaps 
you want a club house for your motor gang to hang out. Being a rightful citizen of Encrypta gives you endless 
possibilities. After a bigger market capitalization, the land parcel can only be minted with GTC tokens. Thereby 
creating a domino effect and boosting price inflation even further.   

Saving systems already known from traditional banking will be introduced in-game. When you decide to open 
a bank account and store GTC tokens you have the option to pool the tokens to a boosted staking pool, thus 
locking the tokens for a given period of time. With an APY up to 20% higher than the non-boosted counter variant 
citizens are greatly incentivized to do so. Citizens with a debit bank-account also receive a 2% spend back in-
game, this to boost the economy. Keep in mind that monetary policy might change as the GTC-Verse develops. 

A safe storage of value thanks to investing and reinvesting in the overall crypto market. On top of this we 
plan to dedicate 25% of the funds to a USDC liquidity pool used to profit from big market swings. This way a 
sustainable and low-risk revenue form is created for all our investors to profit from. After a market 
capitalization of 10 million we also want to obtain a community chosen NFT we can all share and wear with 
pride, starting with Decentraland parcel. Using these strategies, the liquidity is diversified, and sustainability is 
ensured. 

TOKEn Utility 

www.grandtheftcrypto.org 

The native token is an ERC20 token deployed on the Ethereum network 
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Presale information 

PRESALE PRICE 0.1 USD 

LAUNCH PRICE 

MAX. Contribution 

MIN. Contribution 

LAUNCH PLATFORM 

KYC VERIFICATION 

0.15 USD 

0.2 ETH 

0.05 ETH 

PINKSALE 

YES 

www.grandtheftcrypto.org 
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Supply release 

TOKEN DETAILS 

TICKER: GTC 
Standard: ERC20 

 Max. Supply: 15 Mil. 
  Gen. Supply: 15 Mil. 

 Initial Circ. Sup: 3 Mil. (20%) 
 All. Pub. Launch: 1.5 Mil. (10%) 

  Presale Allocation: 1.5 Mil (10%) 

Presale Price: 0.10 USD 
      Launch Price: 0.16 USD 
 Presale Vesting: 3 months 

ETA: 2-2022 

Grand Theft Crypto, ERC20 project 
focused on bringing a realistic (DAO 

based) economic trade-off to the 
Metaverse.  See info below. 

2022 Q2 2022 Q4 2023 Q2 2023 Q4 2023 Q2

Emission Schedule

Protocol Dev. Fund Public. Allocation Ecosystem Staking Rewards Core Team

% 
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Vesting Lock up Schedule 

Tokens awarded to presale participants receive lower prices balanced by a longer lock-up period 

Week 1: 23%    Week 4: 44%  Week 7: 65%   Week 10: 86% 
Week 2: 30%     Week 5: 51%  Week 8: 72%     Week 11: 93% 
Week 3: 37%     Week 6: 58%  Week 9: 79%  Week 12: 100%  

www.grandtheftcrypto.org 
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 Supply allocation 

8% 12% 

2
0

%
 

16% 

14% 10% 

7% 6% 10% 

www.grandtheftcrypto.org 

The allocation of circulating token supply after the passing of a total of 2.5 years. 
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Token disclaimer 

GTC tokens present no security or financial instrument whatsoever. When buying the token, you agree to 
these terms. Tokens do not equal the right to vote, claim or manage the profits or proceeds in any 
jurisdiction. The GTC team does not provide any form of financial advice or assure a return on your assets, 
the team is uncountable for any losses or taxes you may incur. Investing is always at your own risk. Do 
your own due diligence.  

Our team will attend to you as well as we can, this is why we offer 24/7 attendance. The support-related 
question should be mailed to: support@grandtheftcrypto.org; for partnerships or promotion-related 
inquiries please contact us at: management@grandhteftcrypto.org. 

Happy investing, 

greeting the GTC Team. 
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